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Abstract: In this paper, we introduced the notion of soft multifunctions and define theupper and lower inverse of a soft multifunction
and prove basic properties. Then using these ideas we introduced the concepts of upper and lower continuous soft multifunctions. Also
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1 Introduction

There are various types of functions which play an
important role in the classical theory of set topology. A
great deal of works on such functions has been extended
to the setting of multifunctions. A multifunction is a
set-valued function. The theory of multifunctions was
first codified by Berge [1]. In the last three decades, the
theory of multifunctions has advanced in a variety of
ways and applications of this theory, can be found for
example, in economic theory, noncooparative games,
artificial intelligence, medicine, information sciences and
decision theory (See [2] and references therein).
Papageorgiou [3], Allbrycht and Maltoba [4] , Beg [5],
Heilpein [6] and Butnairu [7] have started the study of
fuzzy multifunctions and obtained several fixed point
theorems for fuzzy mappings. On the other hand, a
Russian researcher Molodtsov [8] introduced the concept
of soft sets as a general mathematical tool for dealing
with uncertainty and he successifully applied the soft set
theory into several directions, such as smoothness of
functions, theory of measurement, game theory, Riemann
integration and so on. Then, Maji et al. [9] defined some
operations on soft sets and some basic properties of these
operations are revealed in [10]. Also, Aktaş and Çăgman
[12] compared soft sets with fuzzy sets and rough sets.
Applications of Soft Set Theory in other disciplines and
real life problems are now catching momentum.

We can say that soft sets are a class of special
information systems, and both researches of soft sets and
information systems are the same formal structures.
Information systems have been studies by many

researchers from several domains such as knowledge
engineering [21,22], rough set theory[23] and granular
computing [24,25]. Pei and Miao [18] showed the
operations of information systems are parallel to those of
soft sets. They also investigated that there exist some
compact connections between soft sets and information
systems.

The topological structure of set theories dealing with
uncertainies were first studied by Chang [13]. Lashin et
al. [14] generalized rough set theory in the framework of
topological spaces. Recently, Shabir and Naz [15]
introduced the notion of soft topological spaces which are
defined over an initial universe with a fixed set of
parameters. Also they studied soft seperation axioms for
soft topological spaces. Zorlutuna et al. [16] introduced
the concept of soft continuity of functions and studied
some of its properties. Then Aygunoglu and Aygun [17]
studied continuous soft functions. Recently, Kharal and
Ahmad [18] defined the notion of a mapping on soft
classes and studied several properties of images and
inverse images of soft sets. Also they applied these
concepts to the problem of medical diagnosis in medical
expert systems.

In this paper our purpose is two fold. First, we define
upper and lower inverse of a soft multifunction and study
their various properties. Next, we use these ideas to
introduce upper soft continuous multifunctions and lower
soft continuous multifunctions. Moreover, we obtain
some characterizations and several properties concerning
such multifunctions. In addition, we investigate the
relationships between soft multifunction and information
systems.
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2 Preliminaries

Molodtsov [8] defined soft sets in the following manner.
Let U be an initial universe set andE be a set of
parameters. LetP(U) denote the power set ofU , and let
B⊆ E.

Definition 1.[8] A pair (G,B) is called a soft set over U,
where G is a mapping given by

G : B→ P(U)

Definition 2.[11] For two soft sets(G,B) and(H,C) over
a common universe U,(G,B) is a soft subset of(H,C),
denoted by(G,B)⊆̃(H,C), if B ⊆ C and∀x ∈ B, G(x) ⊆
H(x).

Definition 3.[9] Two soft sets(G,B) and (H,C) over a
common universe U are said to be soft equal if(G,B) is a
soft subset of(H,C) and(H,C) is a soft subset of(G,B).

Definition 4.[19] The complement of a soft set(G,B),
denoted by(G,B)c, is defined by(G,B)c = (Gc,B).
Gc : B→ P(U) is a mapping given by Gc(x) =U −G(x),
∀x ∈ B. Gc is called the soft complement function of G.
Clearly,(Gc)c is the same as G and((G,B)c)c = (G,B).

Definition 5.[9] A soft set(G,E) over U is said to be a

null soft set, denoted by
∽

Φ , if ∀x∈ E, G(x) =∅.

Definition 6.[9] A soft set(G,E) over U is said to be an

absolute soft set, denoted by
∼
U, if ∀x∈ E, G(x) =U.

Clearly,
∼
U

c
=

∽

Φ and
∽

Φ
c
=

∼
U.

Definition 7.[9] The union of two soft sets(G,B) and
(H,C) over the common universe U is the soft set(T,D),
where D= B∪C and for all x∈ D,

T(x) =





G(x) if x ∈ B\C
H(x) if x ∈C\B
G(x)∪H(x) if x ∈C∩B

This relationship is written as(H,C)∪̃(G,B) = (T,D).

Definition 8.[11] The intersection of two soft sets(G,B)
and (H,C) over the common universe U is the soft set
(T,D), where D = B ∩ C and for all x ∈ D,
T(x) = H(x) ∩ G(x). This relationship is written as
(H,C)∩̃(G,B) = (T,D).

For other properties of these operations, we refer to
references [9,11,19].

Remark.[12] Zadeh’s fuzzy set may be considered a
special case of the soft set.

Proposition 1.[15] If (G,E) and (H,E) are two soft sets
over U, then

(1) ((G,E)∪̃(H,E))c = (G,E)c∩̃(H,E)c.
(2) ((G,E)∩̃(H,E))c = (G,E)c∪̃(H,E)c.

Definition 9.[16] Let I be arbitrary index set and
{(Gi ,E)}i∈I be soft sets over U, then

(a) The union of these soft sets is the soft set(H,E),
where H(x) = ∪i∈I Gi(x) for each x∈ E.

We write ∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E) = (H,E).

(b) The intersection of these soft sets is the soft set
(M,E), where M(e) = ∩

i∈I
Gi(x) for all x ∈ E.

We write ∩̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E) = (M,E).

Proposition 2.[16] Let I be arbitrary index set and
{(Gi ,E)}i∈I be soft sets over U, then

(1)

[
∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)

]c

= ∩̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)c, and

(2)

[
∩̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)

]c

= ∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)c.

Definition 10.[16] The soft set(G,E) over U is called a

soft point in
∼
U, denoted by eG, if for the element e∈ A,

G(e) 6=∅ and G(e′) =∅ for all e′ ∈ E−{e}.

Definition 11.[16] The soft point xG is said to be in the
soft set(H,E), denoted by xG∈̃(H,E), if for the element
x∈ E and G(x)⊆ H(x).

Proposition 3.[?]Let xG∈̃
∼
U and(G,B)⊆̃

∼
U. If xG∈̃(G,E),

then xG /̃∈(G,E)c.

Definition 12.[15] Let τ be the collection of soft sets over
a universe U, thenτ is called a soft topology on U if

T1.
∼
U and

∽

Φ belong toτ
T2. the union of any number of soft sets inτ belongs to

τ
T3. the intersection of any two soft sets inτ belongs to

τ.
The triplet (U,τ ,E) is called soft topological space

over U. The members ofτ are called soft open sets in U
and complements of their are called soft closed sets in U.

Definition 13.[16] A soft set(T,E) in a soft topological
space(U,τ ,E) is called a soft neighborhood (briefly: nbd)
of the soft point xG∈̃Ũ if there exists a soft open set(H,E)
such that xG∈̃(H,E)⊆̃(T,E).

The neigborhood system of a soft pointxG, denoted by
Nτ(xG), is the family of all its neigborhoods.

Definition 14.[16] A soft set(T,E) in a soft topological
space(U,τ ,E) is called a soft neighborhood (briefly: nbd)
of the soft set(G,E) if there exists a soft open set(H,E)
such that(G,E)⊆̃(H,E)⊆̃(T,E).

Theorem 1.[16] The neighbohood system Nτ(xG) at xG in
a soft topological space(U,τ ,E) has the following
properties:

(a) If (H,E) ∈ Nτ(xG), then xG ∈ (H,E),
(b) If (H,E) ∈ Nτ(xG) and (H,E)⊆̃(M,E), then

(M,E) ∈ Nτ(xG),
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(c) If (H,E),(M,E) ∈ Nτ(xG), then(G,E)∩̃(M,E) ∈
Nτ(xG),

(d) If (H,E)∈Nτ(xG), then there is a(M,E)∈ Nτ(xG)
such that(H,E) ∈ Nτ(x′T) for each x′T ∈̃(M,E).

Definition 15.Let(U,τ ,E) be a soft topological space and
let (G,E) be a soft set over U.

(a) [15] The soft closure of(G,E) in (U,τ ,E) is the
soft set cl(G,E) = ∩̃{(S,E) : (S,E) is soft closed and
(G,E)⊆̃(S,E)}.

(b) [16] The soft interior of(G,E) in (U,τ ,E) is the
soft set int(G,E) = ∪̃{(S,E) : (S,E) is soft open and
(S,E)⊆̃(G,E)}.

cl(G,E) is soft closed and the smallest soft closed set
containing(G,E), in the sense that it is contained in every
soft closed set containing(G,E). Similarly, by property T3
for soft open sets,int(G,E) is soft open and the largest soft
open set contained in(G,E).

Corollary 1.Let (U,τ ,E) be a soft topological space and
let (G,E) be a soft set over U. Then

(a) [15] (G,E) is soft closed iff(G,E) = cl(G,E).
(b) [16] (G,E) is soft open iff(G,E) = int(G,E).

Theorem 2.[16] A soft set(G,E) is soft open if and only
if for each soft set(H,E) contained in(G,E), (G,E) is a
soft neighborhood of(H,E).

Proposition 4.Let (U,τ ,E) be a soft topological space
and let(G,E) and(H,E) be soft sets over U. Then

(a) [15] If (G,E)⊆̃(H,E), then cl(G,E)⊆̃cl(H,E).
(b) [16] If (G,E)⊆̃(H,E), then int(G,E)⊆̃int(H,E).

Theorem 3.[16] Let (U,τ ,E) be a soft topological space
and let(G,E) be a soft set iover U. Then

(a) (cl(G,E))c = int((G,E)c).
(b) (int(G,E))c = cl((G,E)c).

3 Continuity of Soft Multifunctions

LetY be an initial universe set andE be the non-empty set
of parameters.

Definition 16.A soft multifunction F from an ordinary
topological space(X,τ) into a soft topological space
(Y,σ ,E) assings to each x in X a soft set F(x) over Y . A
soft multifunction will be denoted by F: (X,τ) →
(Y,σ ,E). F is said to be onto if for each soft set(G,E)
over Y, there exists a point x∈ X such that F(x) = (G,E).

Definition 17.For a soft multifunction F: (X,τ) →
(Y,σ ,E), the upper inverse F+(G,E) and the lower
inverse F−(G,E) of a soft set(G,E) over Y are defined
as follows: F+(G,E) = {x ∈ X : F(x)⊆̃(G,E)} and

F−(G,E) = {x ∈ X : F(x)∩̃(G,E) 6=
∽

Φ}.Moreover, for a
subset M of X F(M) = ∪̃{F(x) : x∈ X}.

Definition 18.[3] Let (X,τ) be an ordinary topological
space and (Y,ϑ) be a fuzzy topological space.
F : (X,τ) → (Y,ϑ) is called a fuzzy multifunction iff for
every x∈ X, F(x) is a fuzzy set in Y.

Remark.Since every fuzzy set may be considered a soft
set, then every fuzzy multifunction may be considered a
soft multifunction.

Example 1.Let τ = {∅,X,{a} ,{b} ,{a,b}} be a topology

on X = {a,b,c} and letσ =

{
∽

Φ ,
∽

Y,(G,E) ,(H,E)

}
be a

soft topology overY = {y1,y2,y3} whereE = {e1,e2,e3},
G(e1) = {y1} , G(e2) = {y3} and G(e3) = ∅,
H(e1) = {y1,y2} , H(e2) = {y3} andH(e3) =Y. Then the
multifunction F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) given by

F(a) = (G,E) , F(b) = (H,E) and F(c) =
∽

Y is a soft
multifunction but not fuzzy multifunction. Because the
soft set(H,E) is not a fuzzy set.

Proposition 5.Let M be a subset of X. Then the follows are
true for a soft multifunction F: (X,τ)→ (Y,σ ,E) :
(a) M ⊂ F+(F (M)). If F is onto M= F+(F (M)).
(b) M ⊂ F−(F (M)). If F is onto M= F−(F (M)).

Proof.(a) Let x ∈ M. Then
F(x)⊆̃F (M) = ∪̃{F(x) : x∈ M} and sox ∈ F+(F (M)).
Hence,M ⊂ F+(F (M)).
(b) The proof is similar to(a) .

Proposition 6.Let (G,E) be a soft set over Y. Then the
followings are true for a soft multifunction F: (X,τ) →
(Y,σ ,E) :
(a) F+((G,E)c) = X−F−(G,E)
(b) F−((G,E)c) = X−F+(G,E).

Proof.(a) If x ∈ X −F−(G,E) then x /∈ F−(G,E) which

implies F(x)∩̃(G,E) =
∽

Φ and thereforeF(x)⊆̃(G,E)c.

Thusx∈ F+((G,E)c) andX−F−(G,E)⊆̃F+((G,B)c).

Conversely, Ifx∈ F+((G,E)c) thenF(x)⊆̃(G,E)c which

implies F(x)∩̃(G,E) =
∽

Φ and thereforex /∈ F−(G,E).
Thusx∈ X−F−(G,E) andF+((G,E)c)⊆̃X−F−(G,E).
(b) If x∈ X−F+(G,E) thenx /∈ F+(G,E) which implies

F(x)
∼

* (G,E) and thereforeF(x)∩̃((G,E)c) 6= Φ . Thus
x∈ F−((G,E)c) andX−F+(G,E)⊆̃F−((G,E)c).

Conversely, Ifx∈ F−((G,E)c) thenF(x)∩̃((G,E)c) 6=
∽

Φ

which impliesF(x)
∼

* (G,E) and thereforex /∈ F+(G,E).
Thusx∈ X−F+(G,E) andF−((G,E)c)⊆̃X−F+(G,E).

Proposition 7.Let (Gi ,E) be soft sets over Y for each i∈
I . Then the follows are true for a soft multifunction F:
(X,τ)→ (Y,σ ,E) :
(a) F−( ∪̃

i∈I
(Gi ,E)) = ∪̃

i∈I
(F−(Gi ,E)).

(b) F+( ∩̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)) = ∩̃

i∈I
(F+(Gi ,E)).
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Proof.(a) For every x ∈ F−( ∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)) ,

F(x)∩̃( ∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)) 6=

∽

Φ . There exists i ∈ I such

thatF(x)∩̃(Gi ,E) 6=
∽

Φ .For the samei ∈ I , x∈ F−(Gi ,E).
Therefore x ∈ ∪̃

i∈I
(F−.(Gi ,E)). Thus

F−( ∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E))⊑ ∪̃

i∈I
(F−.(Gi ,E)).

Conversely, For everyx ∈ ∪̃
i∈I
(F−.(Gi ,E)),there exists

i ∈ I such that x ∈ F−(Gi ,E). For the samei ∈ I ,

F(x)∩̃(Gi ,E) 6=
∽

Φ . Therefore, F(x)∩̃( ∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)) 6=

∽

Φ

and x ∈ F−( ∪̃
i∈I
(Gi ,E)) . Thus

∪̃
i∈I
(F−.(Gi ,E))⊑ F−( ∪̃

i∈I
(Gi ,E)).

(b)The proof is similar of (a).

Definition 19.Let (X,τ) be an ordinary topological space
and (Y,σ ,E) be a soft topological space. Then a soft
multifunction F: (X,τ)→ (Y,σ ,E) is said to be

(a) soft upper continuous ( briefly: soft u. c.) at a
point x ∈ X if for each soft open(G,E) such that
F (x)⊆̃(G,E), there exists an open neighborhood P(x) of
x such that F(z)⊆̃(G,E) for all z∈ P(x) .

(b) soft lower continuous ( briefly: soft l. c.) at a point
x∈X if for each soft open(G,E) such that F(x) ∩̃(G,E) 6=
∽

Φ , there exists an open neighborhood P(x) of x such that

F (z) ∩̃(G,E) 6=
∽

Φ for all z∈ P(x) .
(c) soft upper(lower) continuous if F has this property

at every point of X.

Example 2.Let τ = {∅,X,{a} ,{b} ,{a,b}} be a topology

on X = {a,b,c} and letσ =

{
∽

Φ ,
∽

Y,(G,E) ,(H,E)

}
be a

soft topology overY = {y1,y2,y3} whereE = {e1,e2,e3},
G(e1) = {y1} , G(e2) = {y3} and G(e3) = ∅,
H(e1) = {y1,y2} , H(e2) = {y3} andH(e3) =Y. Then the
multifunction F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) given by

F(a) = (G,E) , F(b) = (H,E) andF(c) =

∽

∽

Y is upper soft
multifunction. Because F+(G,E) = {a} ∈ τ and
F+(G,E) = {a,b} ∈ τ.

Proposition 8.A soft multifunction F: (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E)
is soft upper continuous if and only if for all soft open set
(G,E) over U, F+(G,E) is open in X.

Proof.First suppose thatF is soft upper continuous.
Let (G,E) is be soft open set overY andx ∈ F+(G,E).
Then from Definition 19 we know that there exists an
open neighborhoodP(x) of x such that for all
z ∈ P(x), F(z)⊆̃(G,E) which means thatF+(G,E) is
open as claimed. The other direction is just the definition
of soft upper continuty ofF.

Proposition 9.F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) is soft lower
continuous multifunction if and only if for every soft set
(G,E) over Y , F−(G,E) is open set in X.

Proof.First assume thatF is soft lower continuous.
Let (G,E) soft open set overY andx ∈ F−(G,E). Then
there is an open neighborhoodP(x) of x such thatF(z)∩̃

(G,E) 6=
∽

Φ for all z∈ P(x). So P(x) ⊆ F−(G,E) which
implies thatF−(G,E) is open inX. Now suppose that
F−(G,E) is open. Letx ∈ F−(G,E). Then F−(G,E) is
an open neighborhood ofx and for allz∈ F−(G,E) we

haveF(z)∩̃ (G,E) 6=
∽

Φ . SoF is soft lower continuous.

Theorem 4.The followings are equivalent for a soft
multifunction F: (X,τ)→ (Y,σ ,E) :
(a) F is soft upper continuous
(b) for each soft closed set(G,E) over Y , F−(G,E) is
closed in X.
(c) for each soft set (G,E) over Y,of Y ,
cl(F−(G,E))⊆ F− (cl(G,E)) .
(d) for each soft set (G,E) over Y ,
F+(Int(G,E))⊆ Int(F+(G,E)).

Proof.(a)=⇒(b) Let (G,E) be a closed soft overY. Then
proposition 1 implies (G,E)c is soft open and
F+ ((G,E)c) = X − F−(G,E), then sinceF−(G,E) is
open and soF−(G,E) is closed.

(b)=⇒(c) Let (G,E) be any soft set overY. Then
cl(G,E) is soft closed set. By (b)F− (cl(G,E)) is closed
in X. Hence, cl(F−(G,E)) ⊆ F− (cl(G,E)) and since
F−(G,E) ⊆ F− (cl(G,E)) ,cl(F−(G,E)) ⊆
F− (cl(G,E)).

(c)=⇒(d) Let (G,E) be any soft set overY. By (c),
cl(F−(G,E)c) ⊆ F− (cl(G,E)c), X − F−((int(G,E)c) ⊆
int(X − F−((int(G,E)c)),
X−X−F+(int(G,E))⊆ intF+(G,E).

(d)=⇒(a) Let (G,E) be any soft set overY. By (d)
F+(Int(G,E)) = F+(G,E) ⊆ Int(F+(G,E)) and so
F+(G,E) is open inX. They by proposition (1)F soft
upper continuous.

Theorem 5.The following are equivalent for a soft
multifunction F: (X,τ)→ (Y,σ ,E) :

(a) F is soft lower continuous.
(b) for each soft closed set(G,E) over Y , F+(G,E) is

closed in X.
(c) for each soft set (G,E) over Y ,

cl(F+(G,E))⊆ F+ (cl(G,E)).
(d) for each soft set(G,E) over Y , F−(Int(G,E)) ⊆

int(F−(G,E)).

Proof.It is similar to that of Theorem 4.

[12] A fuzzy topological space(X,τ) can be as well
be treated as a soft topological space. LetF be a fuzzy set
with the membership functionµF . Now let us consider
the family α−level setsF(α) for the functionµF . If we
know the family F, we can find the functionµF(x) by
means ofµF(x) = sup{α : x∈ F(α)} . Thus avery fuzzy
set F may be considered a soft set.(F, [0,1]). Then for
another soft topological space(Y,σ) , the product soft
topological spaceX ×Y can be considered in the usual
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manner, i.e, the soft sets formgB × hC with gB ∈ τ and
hC ∈ σ form a basis for the product soft topologyτ ×σ
om X × Y, where any (x,y) ∈ X × Y,

(gB×hC)(x,y) =

{
∅ : if x∈ B

h(y) : if x /∈ B . Thus

(gB×hC)(x,y)⊆̃h(y). We now set the following
definition.

Definition 20.For a soft multifunction F: (X,τ) →
(Y,σ ,E), the graph multifunction GF : X → X ×Y of F
is defined as GF(x) =the soft set x1 × F(x), for every
x ∈ X. over X×Y, where x1 is the soft set over X. We
shall write{x}×F(x) for x1×F(x).

Lemma 1.For a soft multifunction F: (X,τ)→ (Y,σ ,E),
the followings are hold:
(a) G+

F (M× (H,E)) = M∩F+(H,E)
(b) G−

F (M× (H,E)) = M∩F−(H,E)

Proof.(a)Let M be any subset ofX and let(H,E) be any
soft set over Y. Let x ∈ G+

F (M × (H,E)). Then
GF(x)⊆̃(M × (H,E)) that is ({x} × F(x))⊆̃M × (H,E).
Therefore, we havex ∈ M and F(x)⊆̃(H,E). Hence
x∈ M∩F+(H,E).
Conversely, letx ∈ M ∩ F+(H,E). Then x ∈ M and
x ∈ F+(H,E). Thus x ∈ M and F(x)⊆̃(H,E) that is
GF(x)⊆̃(M× (H,E)). Thereforex∈ G+

F (M× (H,E)).
(b)Let M be any subset ofX and let(H,E) be any soft set
over Y. Let x ∈ G−

F (M × (H,E)). Then
∽

Φ 6= GF(x)∩̃(M × (H,E)) = ({x} × F(x))∩̃(M ×
(H,E)) = ({x} ∩ M) × (F(x)∩̃(H,E)). Therefore, we

have x ∈ M and F(x)∩̃(H,E) 6=
∽

Φ . Hence
x∈ M∩F−(H,E).
Conversely, letx ∈ M ∩ F−(H,E). Then x ∈ M and

x ∈ F−(H,E). Thusx ∈ M andF(x)∩̃(H,E) 6=
∽

Φ that is

GF(x)∩̃(M × (H,E)) 6=
∽

Φ . Therefore
x∈ G−

F (M× (H,E)).

Theorem 6.Let F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) be a soft
multifunction. If the soft graph function of F is soft lower
(upper) continuous, then F is soft lower (upper)
continuous.

Proof.For a subsetV of X and(G,E) a soft set overU , we

take(V × (G,E))(z,y) =

{
∅, i f z /∈V

G(y), i f z∈V
Let x ∈ X and let (G,E) be soft open set such that
x ∈ F−(G,E). Then we obtain thatx ∈ G−

F (X × (G,E))
andX × (G,E) is a soft set overY. Since the soft graph
multifuntion GF is soft lower continuons, it follows that
there exists an open setP containg x such that
P ⊆ G−

F (X × (G,E). From here, we obtain that
P⊆ F−(G,E). ThusF is soft lower continuous.
The proof of the soft upper continuity ofF is similar to
the above.

Theorem 7.Let F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) be a soft
multifunction and M be an open set of X. Then the
restriction F|M is soft upper continuous if F is soft upper
continuous.

Proof.Let (H,E) be any soft open set overY such that
(F |M )(x)⊆̃(H,E). SinceF is soft upper continuous and
F(x) = (F|M)(x)⊆̃(H,E), there exists open setU ⊆ X

containingx such thatF(z)⊆̃(H,E) for all z ∈ U. Put
U1 =U ∩M then we haveU1 is open set inM containing
x andF(U1) = (F |M )(U1)⊆̃(H,E). This shows thatF |M
is soft upper continuous.

Theorem 8.Let F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) be a soft
multifunction and M be an open set of X. Then F is soft
lower continuous if and only if the restriction F|M is soft
lower continuous.

Proof.Let (H,E) be any soft open set overY such that

(F |M )(x)∩̃(H,E) 6=
∽

Φ . Since F(x) = (F |M )(x), then

F(x)∩̃(H,E) 6=
∽

Φ . Also sinceF is soft lower continuous
there exists open setU ⊆ X containing x such that

F(z)∩̃(H,E) 6=
∽

Φ for all z∈ U. PutU1 = U ∩M then we
have U1 is open set in M containing x and

F(U1)∩̃(H,E) 6=
∽

Φ .Therefore

(F |M )(U1)∩̃(H,E) 6=
∽

Φ .This shows thatF |M is soft
lower continuous.

Corollary 2.Let F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) be a soft
multifunction and{Mi : i ∈ I} be an open cover set of
X.The followings are hold:
(a) F is soft lower continuous if and only if the restriction
F |Mi is soft lower continuous for every i∈ I .
(b) F is soft upper continuous if and only if the restriction
F |Mi is soft upper continuous for every i∈ I .

Proof.(a): Letx∈ X andx∈ Mi for an i ∈ I . Let (G,E) be

a soft closed set overY with F |Mi (x)∩̃(G,E) 6=
∽

Φ . Since
F is soft lower continuous andF(x) = F |Mi (x), there
exists an open setP containingx such thatP⊆ F−(G,E).
TakeP1 = P∩Mi . ThenP1 is an open set inMi containing
x. We haveP1 ⊆ F−|Mi

(G,E). Thus F |Mi is soft lower
continuous.

Conversely, letx ∈ X and (G,E) be a soft closed set
over Y with F(x)⊆̃(G,E). Since{Mi : i ∈ I} is an open
cover set ofX, then x ∈ Mi◦ for an i◦ ∈ I . We have
F−|Mi◦

(x) = F(x) and hencex ∈ F−|Mi◦
(G,E). Since

F−|Mi◦
is soft lower continuous, there exists an open set

B = G ∩ Mi◦ in Mi◦ such that x ∈ B and
F−(G,E)∩Mi◦ = F−|Mi◦

(G,E)⊃ B= G∩Mi◦ , whereG
is an open set inX. We have x ∈ B = G ∩ Mi◦ ⊂
F−|Mi◦

(G,E) = F−(G,E)∩Mi◦ ⊂ F−(G,E). HenceF is
soft lower continuous.

(b): It is similar to the proof (a).
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Definition 21.Let F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be a multifunction
and let G: (Y,σ)→ (Z,ϑ ,E) be a soft multifunction. Then
the soft multifunction G◦F : (X,τ)→ (Z,ϑ ,E) is defined
by (G◦F)(x) = G(F(x)).

Proposition 10.Let F : (X,τ)→ (Y,σ) be a multifunction
and let G: (Y,σ)→ (Z,ϑ ,E) be a soft multifunction. Then
we have

(a) (G◦F)+(H,E) = F+(G+(H,E))
(b) (G◦F)−(H,E) = F−(G−(H,E))

Proof.Clear from the Definitions 17 and 20.

Definition 22.[1] Let (X,τ) and (Y,σ) be two ordinary
topological spaces. Then a multifunction F: (X,τ) →
(Y,σ) is said to be

(a) upper semi continuous if for each open set V in Y,
F+(V) is an open set in X.

(b) lower semi continuous if for each open set V in Y,
F−(V) is an open set in X.

Theorem 9.Let F : (X,τ)→ (Y,σ) be a multifunction and
let G : (Y,σ) → (Z,ϑ ,E) be a soft multifunction. If F is
upper (lower) semi continuous and G is soft upper (lower)
continuous then G◦F is soft upper (lower) continuous.

Proof.Let (H,E) be any soft open set overZ. SinceG is
soft upper continuous thenG+(H,E) is open inY. Since
F is upper semi continuous then
F+(G+(H,E)) = (G◦F)+(H,E) is open inX. Therefore
G◦F is soft upper continuous.

Definition 23.[16] A family Ψ of soft sets is a cover of a
soft set(G,E) if (G,E)⊆̃ ∪̃{(Gi ,E) : (Gi ,E) ∈Ψ , i ∈ I} .
It is soft open cover if each member ofΨ is a soft open set.
A subcover ofΨ is a subfamily ofΨ which is also cover.

Definition 24.[16] A soft topological space(Y,σ ,E) is

compact if each soft open cover of
∽

Y has a finite subcover.

Theorem 10.The image of a soft compact set under soft
upper continuous multifunction is soft compact.

Proof.Let F : (X,τ) → (Y,σ ,E) be an onto soft

multifunction and letΨ = {(Gi ,E) : i ∈ I} be a cover of
∽

Y
by soft open sets. Then sinceF is soft upper continuous,
the family of all open sets of the formF+(Gi ,E), for
(Gi ,E) ∈ Ψ is an open cover ofX which has a finite
subcover. However sinceF is surjective, then it is easily
seen thatF(F+(Gi ,E)) = (Gi ,E) for any soft set(Gi ,E)
overY. There is the family of image members of subcover

is a finite subfamily ofΨ which covers
∽

Y . Consequently
(Y,σ ,E) is soft compact.

4 Soft Multifunctions in Information Systems

In this section, we introduce that that there exist some
connections between soft multifunction and information
systems. It is well known that soft sets are a class of
special information systems, and both researches of soft
sets and information systems are the same formal
structures.

Let us first introduce the definition of set-valued
(multifunction) information systems given by Pei and
Miao in [18] as follows:

Definition 25.[18] The quadruple(U,A,F,V) is called an
information system, where U= {x1,x2, ...,xn} is a
containing all interested objects, A= {a1,a2, ...,am} is a

set of attributes, V=
m
∪

i=1
Vi where Vj is the value set of the

attribute aj , and F= { f1, f2, ..., fm} where fj : U →Vj .
It is assumed that if fj : U → P(Vj) is a mapping from

U to the power set of Vj for all j ≤ m, then the
corresponding information systems are called set-valued
(multifunction) information systems.

Definition 26.In Definition 25, if the functions
f j : U → P(Vj) are taken as a soft multifunction, then the
corresponding information systems are called soft
set-valued information systems.

To illustrate this definition, let us consider following
convenient example:

Example 3.Let us consider a soft-valued information
systemI = (U,G,A,V) is defined by

U = {x1,x2}
A= {a1 = house,a2 = car,a3 = city}
V =Vhouse∪Vcar∪Vcity

where Vhouse= {h1,h2,h3}, Vcar = {b1,b2,b3,b4} and
Vcity = {c1,c2} .

G= {G1,G2,G3}
where, if
E = {e1 = cheap,e2 = beautiful,e3 = comfortable}, then

G1 : U →Vcity, G1 (x1) = (F1,E) andG1 (x2) = (F2,E)
G2 :U →Vcar, G2 (x1)= (H1,E) andG2 (x2)= (H2,E)
G3 : U → Vcity, G3 (x1) = (K1,E) and

G3 (x2) = (K2,E)

F1 : E → P(Vhouse) ,
F1(e1) = {h1,h3} ,F1(e2) = {h2} ,F1(e3) = {h2,h3}

F2 : E → P(Vhouse) ,
F2(e1) = {h1,h2} ,F2(e2) = {h3} ,F2(e3) = {h2,h3}

H1 : E → P(Vcar) ,
H1(e1) = {b1,b3,b4} ,H1(e2) =∅,H1(e3) = {b2,b4}

H2 : E → P(Vcar) ,
H2(e1) =∅,H2(e2) = {b3} ,H2(e3) = {b1,b4}
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K1 : E → P(Vcity) ,
K1(e1) = {c1,c2} ,K1(e2) = {c2} ,K1(e3) = {c1}

K2 : E → P(Vcity),
K2(e1) = {c1} ,K2(e2) = {c2} ,K2(e3) =∅.

The functionρ : U ×A→ S(V) whereS(V) is all soft
sets overV is defined by the following table:

U e1 e2 e3
x1 (F1,E) (H1,E) (K1,E)
x2 (F2,E) (H2,E) (K2,E)

For everyx∈U we define the functionρx : A→ S(V)
such thatρx (e) = ρ (x,e) . We shall call this function soft-
valued information aboutx in I .

For instance, in this example, let us considerx2 to form
the soft-valued information as follows:

ρx2 =
house car city
(F2,E) (H2,E) (K2,E)

House: e1 = cheap,e2 = beautiful,e3 = comfortable
{h1,h2} {h3} {h2,h3}

Car : e1 = cheap,e2 = beautiful,e3 = comfortable
∅ {b3} {b1,b4}

City : e1 = cheap,e2 = beautiful,e3 = comfortable
{c1} {c2} ∅

5 Conclusion

In this paper our purpose is two fold. First, we define
upper and lower inverse of a soft multifunction and study
their various properties. Next, we use these ideas to
introduce upper soft continuous multifunctions and lower
soft continuous multifunctions. Moreover, we obtain
some characterizations and several properties concerning
such multifunctions. We expect that results in this paper
will be basis for further applications of soft mappings in
soft sets theory and corresponding information systems.
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